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What’s in my kit? BTP Constellations 

 

 

Bambino Miosolo  

The inside absorbent fabric of this all-in-one is microfibre which 

means it is fairly quick drying. There is an absorbent tongue which 

folds into the pocket and can be pulled out for washing and drying. 

The length of this nappy is adjusted with poppers and the waist 

fastened with Velcro. As a long nappy, this fits best from about 

12lb+. 

For heavy wetters, this nappy may need boosting and so each kit 

also contains one microfibre Mio Boosters. 

This is quite a bulky AIO but the drying speed and price point do 

make it a very popular choice. 

 

DO NOT tumble dry. 

 

https://youtu.be/1155RqoxC0M 

 

Bumgenius Elemental V3 

The Bumgenius Elemental is an ultra slim, absorbent and organic 
all-in-one nappy. Made from organic cotton, the generous sizing 
accommodates most babies. 
It really is highly absorbent, which is something many all-in-one 
nappies aren't. However this does mean it is also very slow 
drying. The nappy fits birth to potty (7-35lbs) and is easily 
adjusted into three length settings by using the poppers on the 
front body of the nappy. 
 
DO NOT tumble dry. 
 
https://youtu.be/4dbb8cUmTTw 

 

Totsbots Easyfit STAR AIO 

Easyfit STAR is the latest 2016 version of the ever popular 
Totsbots easyfit all in one nappy and fits from 8lb-35lb. 
 
Inside the nappy the absorbent inner is made of wonderful soft 
bamboo fabric and a core of microfibre. Bamboo is a very soft and 
absorbent fabric but takes a long time to dry so by mixing in a 
core of microfibre this speeds up drying considerably.  The tongue 
on the easyfit is easy to pull out to speed up drying once the 
nappy has been washed. 
 
Easyfit STAR fastens with velcro at the waist and the tabs can be 
crossed over to fit smaller babies.  The length of the nappy can be 
altered using poppers to make the nappy shorter. 
 
DO NOT tumble dry. 

https://youtu.be/1155RqoxC0M
https://youtu.be/4dbb8cUmTTw


 

Blueberry Simplex AIO 

This nappy fits from 12-35lbs. 
A highly reliable and absorbent nappy; the Simplex is a unique 
design that combines the convenience of an all-in-one nappy 
while providing the absorbency adjustability of a pocket nappy. It 
fastens with poppers at the waist. The length of the nappy also 
alters with poppers to give you three different length settings. 
Once fastened, the leg elastics needs to be rolled to ensure none 
of the organic cotton inside is showing, this ensures good 
containment and no leaks. 
 
The nappy has pocket openings on both ends that allows you to 
increase the nappy's absorbency by adding extra inserts.  The 
soaker pad folds out for increased drying speed. The soaker has a 
fleece layer on one side and can be laid on top of the nappy to 
provide a stay dry layer, or inside the pocket, as to your 
preference. The soaker can also be folded at the front of the 
nappy for boys. 
 
DO NOT tumble dry. 

 

Thirsties Microfibre AIO 

This All In One nappy is designed to fit from 10-35lbs. Similar to 
its sister nappy below, but offering a quick dry option for those 
with limited drying facilities. The nappy comes with  a built-in, 
three-layer microfiber terry soaker absorbs an amazing seven 
times its weight in liquid. The soaker is topped with stay-dry 
microfleece which keeps your baby feeling dry. The soaker is 
sewn in on one side (at the top of the diaper), and has a pocket on 
the underside of the soaker which makes adding extra absorbent 
layers easy. 
 
DO NOT tumble dry. 

 

Thirsties Natural AIO 

This All In One nappy is designed to fit from 8-40lbs.  The nappy 
provides a one piece, trim fit nappy and offers gentle elastic 
around the legs and waist to protect against leaks. The nappy is 
adjusted with poppers for the waist and the rise. This is quite a 
long nappy and would suit tall children, ensuring that they do not 
outgrow before potty training.  
 
The nappy is super thirsty and contains 11 thirsty layers of natural 
fibres - organic cotton and hemp. The booster pads can be folded 
so you can position the absorbency just where your baby needs it 
most. 
 
As a really thirsty nappy, the compromise is that it does take quite 
a while to dry. DO NOT tumble dry. 



 

Little Love Bum Quickdry 

Fits 9lb-35lb 
Made from coffee fibre which is known to reduce odour and has 
antibacterial properties. This nappy needs no prepping, folding or 
stuffing. It dries quickly and can easily be boosted by placing a 
hemp or bamboo booster between the outer waterproof layer and 
the inner absorbent layer.  
This nappy has four rise settings which means it is more 
generously sized than some other nappies. It suits longer chunkier 
or older babies well.  
Unlike many nappies, the fit is very easy and it does not require 
tucking into the knicker-line.  
 
DO NOT tumble dry. 

 

Totsbots PeeNut AI2 Size 2 (with two sets of PeeNut Pads 
inserts) 

Fits 9lb-35lb.  
The PeeNut nappy/insert is made of Bamboo. Each PeeNut insert 
consists of two separate pads which can be used separately or 
poppered together for an older child or for more absorbency. The 
PeeNut inserts securely popper into the PeeNut wrap so they 
can’t move around.  
 
How to use: 

1) Adjust the size snaps to the setting required 
2) Snap the insert into place inside the cover 
3) Put the nappy on, and off you go! 
4) At change time, simply snap the insert out ready for 
washing and replace with a fresh one (use a new cover if it 
has become soiled) 

 
The PeeNut wrap can also be used as a wrap over fitted nappies 
such as the Bamboozle Stretchie.  
 

 

Bubblebubs Candies AI2 
This is an All In Two nappy system with a cover, a snap in trifold 
insert and two single bamboo boosters. Despite their thin 
appearance, we found the single bamboo booster to be quite 
absorbent and so for a light wetting or young baby they could be 
used on their own for a very trim nappy. Using two boosters 
together allows for one to be folded where absorbency is needed 
most. The trifold insert is good for heavy wetters or overnight for a 
light wetting baby.  
One Sized fitting from 9lb to 33lb. 
 
The side snapping waist gives great fit to the legs and waist. 
Candies are unlike any other all in two on the market as there are 
no poppers to adjust the rise of the nappy. Instead the nappy has 
extra stretchy leg elastics to stretch out as baby gets older. 
If aired out between uses, the covers can be used multiple times 
during a day. 
 



The inserts can be tumble dried. The wrap MAY NOT. 
 

 

Bambooty Basics AI2 

This nappy is an All in Two birth to potty nappy system. Each 
nappy comes with a booster which contains 3 layers of thirsty 
bamboo fabric which can be positioned to increase absorbency at 
the front of the nappy for boys or tummy sleepers.  
 
Bambooty basics have a fluffy outer cover over a waterproof inner 
layer meaning that they remain beautifully soft to the touch.  The 
cut of the Bambooty Basics is very trim and neat making them 
perfect if you're looking for a slim nappy.  
 
As the Bambooty Basic is an all in two nappy this can be a very 
economical system. When drying these nappies the Minky shells 
normally dry faster than the absorbency flaps, meaning you can 
get away with fewer shells than snap-in inserts, which saves you 
money.  In theory it is possible to occasionally change only the 
snap in insert of the nappy, instead of the whole nappy at a 
change. 
 
The inserts can be tumble dried. The wrap MAY NOT. 

 

Bare & Boho AI2 

Featuring a reusable and wipeable shell, the Bare and Boho 
nappy is designed to be simple, efficient and cost-effective. 
 
Each nappy comes complete with a snap in soaker set- including 
a shaped and gusseted bamboo soaker and a bamboo booster. At 
change time, the soaker can be replaced with a fresh one, and 
these can be purchased separately. 
 
A slim fitting nappy, with a slender groin width. 

 

Close Pop-in 

The Pop-In nappy is a unique hybrid nappy system; a cross 
between an all-in-one nappy and a two-part system. The inner 
soaker poppers inside the outer shell so that it comes apart for 
easy washing and drying and cleverly goes back together again 
ready to simply fasten around your baby. 
This is a birth-to-potty nappy which is altered by the 3x2 sets of 
poppers carefully positioned on the front of the nappy.  The nappy 
is secured using velcro tabs or poppers. 
The inner soaker is made either from bamboo. 
The inner soaker can be tumble dried on low only the outer shell 
cannot. 
 



 

Buttons AI2 

The Buttons One Size cover adjusts to fit babies from 9-35lbs. 
Different size snap in hemp inserts are available - each kit will 
contain the appropriate size for your baby.   
The cover features 2 layers of waterproof PUL, for maximum leak 
protection, plus double gussets at the legs. At the waist you will 
find a double row of snap waist fastenings, and a single row of 
length snap fastenings to make the nappy shorter for small 
babies. Inside are snaps where Buttons Inserts can be held into 
place. This nappy is quite short and may not suit larger babies but 
Buttons produce a larger wrap which will fit from 12lb-40lb and is 
better for larger babies. 
 
How to use 

1) Adjust the size snaps to the setting required 
2) Snap the insert into place inside the cover 
3) Put the nappy on, and off you go! 
4) At change time, simply snap the insert out ready for 
washing and replace with a fresh one (use a new cover if it 
has become soiled) 

 
The wrap can also be used over one of the fitted or flat nappies 
contained within the kit. 
 
DO NOT tumble dry the wrap. Inserts may be tumble dried.  
 

 

Alva Baby Pocket Nappy 

Alva Baby nappies are an efficient and easy to use nappy, so 
much so they have become the best loved brand for economical 
reusable nappies.  
They come with an absorbent 3-layer microfibre insert which stuffs 
inside the pocket. Additional boosters can be added for extra 
absorbency. 
 
The inserts can be tumble dried, the wrap cannot. 

 

Baba & Boo Pocket Nappy 

Poppers adjust the sizing to fit 10-35lb 
This pocket nappy has a lovely soft fleece lining to keep baby 
feeling dry and comfortable. The clever double leg gusset is 
gentle but highly effective at containing poo explosions! 
The nappy includes two bamboo inserts. When your baby is teeny 
tiny, you will normally only need to use one insert. Once your baby 
starts to grow and you find the nappy is not lasting as long, it's 
time to add the other insert for extra absorbency. 
Before putting the soiled nappy into the bucket remember to 
remove the insert from inside the nappy. This ensures when they 
are washed they get thoroughly cleaned and the water is spun out 
of them. Many parents stuff their pocket nappies once the inserts 
are dry from the wash so that the nappies are ready to go just like 
a disposable. 
 
The inserts can be tumble dried, the wrap cannot. 



 

Seedling Baby Multifit Pocket Nappy 

This nappy fits 8lb to 35lb and has four rows of rise poppers 
making it very adjustable.  
The insert is a bamboo prefold which is super thirsty but can be 
combined with the microfibre booster if necessary.  
The double leg gusset provides great containment while the 
narrow shape makes this a surprisingly trim fit given the size and 
capacity of the refold insert.  
 
The inserts can be tumble dried, the wrap cannot. 

 

Mama Koala Pocket Nappy 

Fitting 8lb-35lb, this pocket nappy comes with two bamboo 
inserts, one newborn size and one larger adjustable insert which 
can grow with baby. The newborn insert can be used on its own 
when baby is small or as a booster for an older child. The nappy 
size is adjusted through three rows of rise poppers. 
 
These are a great mid-price pocket nappy which comes in a range 
of beautiful prints. All Mama Koala prints are limited edition. As a 
low rise nappy, this is not best suited to tall babies.  
 
The inserts can be umble dried, the wrap cannot. 

 
 

Ecopipo G3 Pocket Nappy 

Fitting from 8-35lb, this pocket nappy comes with two inserts: one 
microfibre and one long bamboo/cotton. The long insert enables 
you to fold and target the absorbency where you need it most. 
Typically at the front for boys and towards the back for girls. When 
baby is very young you can also just use the microfibre insert for a 
trimmer fit, adding the bamboo as baby gets older and more 
absorbency is required. The nappy has an internal double gusset 
for great containment.  
 
This nappy fastens with velcro around the waist making it easy to 
fit and has four rows of rise poppers to adjust the length. It is 
easier to stuff the nappy after you have snapped the rise poppers.  
  
Please ensure you use the laundry tabs for the velcro before 
washing to keep it clear from fluff and protect other nappies in the 
wash.  
 
The inserts can be tumble dried, the wrap cannot.  
  

 

Bells Bumz Hemp Fitted Nappy 

Fits from 10-35lb. Made from two layers of hemp, this nappy is a 
fantastic option for heavier wetters as it comes with a hemp 
booster and a bamboo booster. The hemp booster pops inside the 
pocket, the bamboo booster can pop on top of the nappy as it has 
a stay dry fleece layer. The whole nappy is lined with stay dry 
coffee fleece material.  
 
This nappy needs a waterproof cover.  



 
https://youtu.be/D7ei4Fy-Zfg 

 

Totsbots Bamboozle Stretchie Size 2 

Fits from 9-35lb. Made from circular knitted bamboo Rayon with a 
hidden microfibre core. This is a soft, absorbent nappy that 
requires a wrap over the top. The nappy fastens with velcro and 
the tabs can be crossed over to fit slimmer babies. A single row of 
snaps allow the nappy to made shorter for smaller babies.  
This nappy is both suitable for daytime and nighttime use (for 
night we recommend adding an additional booster) 
 
Please ensure velcro tabs are folded over onto the laundry tabs 
prior to washing to protect other nappies from snagging on the 
velcro.  
 
May be tumble dried on cool. 

 

Thirsties Onesize Fitted Nappy 

Ultra-absorbent and soft, the Thirsties Fitted nappy has 11 total 
layers of bamboo cotton – 3 layers in the body and 8 layers in the 
snap in soaker pads. It is adjusted using poppers on the main 
body of the nappy to adjust the length and the waist.  The snap in 
soaker pads can be folded to target absorbency where it is 
needed most.  
 
The nappy needs a separate wrap over the top to provide the 
waterproofing, the Motherease airflow fits perfectly as does the 
thirsties duo wrap. 
 
This nappy is both suitable for daytime and nighttime use (for 
night we recommend adding an additional booster) 
 
May be tumble dried on cool. 

 

Little Lamb Bamboo - correct size provided only 

Size 1 fits 7-18lb. 
Size 2 fits 18-35lb. 
Made of Bamboo, they are soft and very absorbent.  
This nappy comes with a booster and a soft fleecy liner.  
All Little Lamb nappies fasten with Velcro making them extremely 
simple to use. The tabs on all the Little Lambs have a crossover 
tab at the waist so the nappy can be made a tighter fit for a 
smaller baby. 
This nappy is both suitable for daytime and nighttime use (for 
night we recommend adding an additional booster) 
 
Please ensure velcro tabs are folded over onto the laundry tabs 
prior to washing to protect other nappies from snagging on the 
velcro.  
 
May be tumble dried on cool.  

https://youtu.be/D7ei4Fy-Zfg


 

Motherease One Size 

Motherease Onesize is a birth to potty nappy. Included in our kits 
are cotton terry nappies but these are also available in bamboo 
terry. 
Please note that the MEOS has a pop-in pad that is sold 
separately. The pad can be used all the time when the baby is 
older and the nappy is no longer shortened. 
This is a relatively fast drying for a shaped nappy and offers 
fantastic poo containment, especially of explosive breastfed poo 
This nappy needs a wrap over the top. 
 
This nappy may be tumble dried on cool. 
 
https://youtu.be/NSj6suONxBA 

 

Bubblebubs Bamboo Delights 
This is a one sized nappy that fits from birth 8lbs to 35lbs however 
please note they are very bulky at the lower weight range. They 
don't need rise snaps as the fabric is so soft and pliable that the 
nappy simply folds to fit your babies shape. 
 
It has a hidden layer of organic cotton flannel snuggled between 2 
layers of super soft bamboo velour. The snap-in trifold is 30x30cm 
and made up of 2 layers of thick bamboo fleece and 1 layer of 
bamboo velour. 
 
Bamboo Delights are a fitted cloth nappy and require a cover. The 
Motherease covers, Capri covers are both excellent choices. 
 
This nappy is both suitable for daytime and nighttime use (for 
night we recommend adding an additional booster) 
 
May be tumble dried on cool.  
 

 

Terry Square x1 

Terry squares remain a very reliable and cost effective nappy. 
There are a number of folds which can be viewed on youtube to 
find the right one for your baby. They are fastened with a  nappy 
nippa and require a wrap over the top. 
 
These may be tumble dried. 
 
https://youtu.be/m9jkXwGo5pg 

 

Prefolds x1 

Prefold nappies are simply layered rectangles of cotton, with a 
thicker layer in the centre. Prefolds are a budget nappy system 
similar to a Terry Square. Prefold nappies can be simply folded 
into thirds in a wrap or folded and pinned for greater containment. 
However there are several folds which offer better containment 
and these can be viewed on youtube. Prefolds are fastened with a 
nappy nippa and require a wrap over the top. 
 

https://youtu.be/NSj6suONxBA
https://youtu.be/m9jkXwGo5pg


These can also be pad folded and used to stuff pocket nappies 
such as the Elemental Joy Nappy. 
 
May be tumble dried. 
 
For a guide on how to use: https://youtu.be/xedLxtqtB4E 

 

Buttons Cotton Flat x1 

Buttons flat cloth nappies are made from 100% unbleached cotton 
birdseye squares.  
 
Use as a folded nappy like a terry square and fasten with a nippa, 
fold ((in half, in half and then in thirds) and use as a pad nappy 
inside a cover, or use as an absorbent insert. 
 
These are a popular choice currently as they are very absorbent 
for their thinness. 

 

Blueberry Capri One Size Wrap 

Capri wraps are perfect for using over any nappy including pad 
folded flat nappies. There are "stay-put" flaps to keep inserts in 
place. Use the Capri Cover with generic prefold nappies, 
Bumgenius Flip inserts and Motherease One Size nappies. 
Between changes, the wrap may be wiped down and reused up to 
four times. 
DO NOT tumble dry. 
https://youtu.be/TOVEsw0GmzE 
 

 

Bells Bumz Z Wrap 

These wraps are designed to fit from around 10lb until potty 
training. They are generous fitting for a birth to potty cover and 
feature a double gusset.  
 
These wraps are designed to fit around Bells Bumz fitted Hemp 
nappies perfectly but they will also fit most other brands of shaped 
and flat nappies too. 
 
The flaps are great for pad folded prefolds or cotton flats for a 
simple and economical combination. They also have hidden 
snaps under the flaps which are designed to hold compatible 
boosters in place.  
 
 

 

Little Lamb Wrap - correct size provided only 

Size 1 fits 7-18lb. 
Size 2 fits 18-35lb. 
These soft and stretchy velcro wraps work over a variety of fitted 
and flat nappies. The double gusset gives good containment 
although they may not suit heavier wetters as they do sometimes 
wick moisture round the elastics. For normal wetters they are a 
great economical option. 
 

https://youtu.be/xedLxtqtB4E
https://youtu.be/TOVEsw0GmzE


DO NOT tumble dry. 

 

Thirsties Duo Wrap - correct size provided only 
Size 1 fits 6lb-18lb 
Size 2 fits 18lb to 40lb 
Thirsties Duo Wraps can be used over most fitted nappies, terries 
secured with a nappy nippa and also flat prefolds in a padfold. 
Exceptionally chunky nappies can struggle to be contained under 
this wrap. The wrap is suitable for day and night use. The leg 
gussets provide advanced leak-proof protection and bindings are 
super-soft against your baby’s skin. 
 
DO NOT tumble dry 

 

Bambinex One Size Wrap x1 

This wrap is designed to fit 8-44lbs which is a larger weight range 
than other wraps on the market. This does mean there is more 
compromise to fit at the bottom of the weight range at the fit can 
be puffy. They have very stretchy elastic at the waist and at the 
legs which makes them great for poo for containment. 
 
The bambinex wrap is a universal wrap and can be used over any 
nappy. 
 
DO NOT tumble dry 

 

Motherease Airflow - correct size provided only 

Medium fits 10-20lb. 
Large fits 20-35lb. 
These are a very popular wrap as they offer very good 
containment when paired with a shaped nappy. They should be 
loose (think bloomers) with gaps around the leg holes. They are a 
failsafe night time wrap option. They fasten with poppers.  
 
DO NOT tumble dry. 



 

Little Lamb Double Bamboo Boosters x5 

Two layers of absorbent bamboo ideal for boosting nappies to 
give increased absorbency.  
 
May be tumble dried. 

 

Little Lamb Bamboo Triple Boosters x2 
Three layers of absorbent bamboo ideal for boosting nappies to 
give increased absorbency. These are great for adding 
absorbency for heavy wetters or overnight.  
 
May be tumble dried. 

 

Ella’s House Bumbooster x2 

These hemp boosters are perfect for increasing the absorbency of 
a fitted nappy for use at night. We recommend placing this 
booster between the nappy and the wrap. They can also be used 
to increase absorbency of daytime nappies such as the Bambino-
Mio or Thirsties Microfibre for heavier wetting babies. 
 
May be tumble dried on low. 

 

Motherease Large Sandy Stay Dry Booster x2 

Great for adding additional absorbency to two part nappies for 
nighttime. This booster has a stay dry fabric layer which sits 
against baby’s skin keeping them dry and comfortable. 
 
May be tumble dried. 

 

Fleece Liners x15 

Fleece liners are used to provide a ‘stay dry’ layer against baby’s 
bottom increasing comfort over night as the nappy tends to get 
quite wet. 
 
May be tumble dried if needed but air dry quickly 



 

Nappy Nippa x1 

 
Used to fasten the terry square and prefolds prior to fitting a wrap. 

 Wet bags 
We include three wet bags in our kits.  
Two large hanging wet bags for storage of dirty nappies - one for 
in use, one for in the wash/drying - they hold around two days of 
nappies.  
One medium wet bag for out and about. These have two zipped 
pockets, one for clean dry nappies and one for dirty wet nappies. 
You may find that you need more than one if you are going out 
each day. These are from Baba and Boo and also come in a 
smaller size which holds around 2-3 nappies.  

  



Laundry Instructions 

NB. A strip wash as per the instructions later in this document should be completed before 

returning the kit to the library. DO NOT follow any other strip wash instructions as harsh 

routines can damage the nappies. 

Regular washing instructions: 

Remove nappy from baby; if velcro fastening, do up the laundry tabs. Place nappy in wetbag 

for storage. There is no need to soak. If baby is exclusively milk fed (breast or formula) then 

there is no need to remove any poo from a soiled nappy, as pre-weaned poo is water 

soluble. If baby has started weaning, liners should be used and all poo removed from the 

nappy either by plopping, scraping or rinsing into the toilet. Please do not store nappies 

longer than 3 days, as stains will set in and you may find they become smelly! 

 

Step 1:  

● Load the nappies (and cloth wipes if applicable) loosely into the washing machine. If 

using a bucket and mesh bag, the mesh bag can be put in the machine without being 

emptied as the agitation will shake the nappies out. If using a wet bag, the bag 

should be emptied before everything is put in the machine.  

● Select a SHORT COLD CYCLE or COLD RINSE CYCLE. This rinses the majority of 

the wee and all the surface soiling, and drains it away afterwards with the dirty water. 

● Set your spin speed to no greater than 1000 as this can damage elastics. 

● Do not add detergent at this point. 

 

Step 2: 

● Check the load level. If you need to, bulk out the load using small items of clothing – 

baby clothes, socks (beware dark items!), burp cloths etc. Ideally, once the nappies 

are damp from the pre-wash, the machine should appear 2/3 -3/4 full when viewed 

through the door. 

● Use ¾ of a full dose of powder on your box for heavy soiling and hard water. 

● Choose a LONG 60 COTTON CYCLE - the longest cycle your machine will do, 

ideally 2-3 hours long. A 60 degree wash is considered sufficiently hygienic by NHS 

doctors to remove soiling and any harmful bacteria. It is also more than sufficient to 

kill the Rotavirus live vaccine. 

● Set your spin speed to no greater than 1000. 

 

This 2-step wash routine ensures that the nappies receive their deep clean in clean water, 

without concentrated amounts of wee and poo still in the machine. If you notice that the 

machine had excessive amounts of bubbles towards the end of the cycle, or the nappies still 

felt ‘soapy’ when you removed them, do another rinse, and reduce the amount of powder 

slightly when you next wash. 

 

When you take the nappies out of the machine, they should smell of nothing – clean, with a 

hint of powder, but not an overwhelming fragrance and certainly not whiffy! 

 

Step 3:  



● Please line dry the nappies. Some inserts and items (such as muslins and prefolds) 

can be tumble dried, but if there is any risk of confusion, please do not tumble dry the 

nappy. If in doubt, check you “What’s in my kit” guide or ask the Librarian!  

● A sock-peg hanger is very useful for inserts, liners & ‘bits’. An open window in the 

winter, an airing cupboard, a dehumidifier (if you have one), or a heated airer, are all 

useful ways of cutting down drying time.  

● Some nappies (bamboo and hemp) will simply take at least a full day to dry; this is 

the down-side of their wonderful absorbency. 

● In good weather, line drying outside or in a window can help remove any staining.  

 

✓ Always use non-bio powder only. Liquid can leave a residue on the nappies which 

affects the absorbency. Biological detergent contains enzymes which can damage 

natural fabrics such as bamboo.  

✓ Never use fabric softener as this will reduce the absorbency of the nappies. 

✓ Never tumble dry anything with PUL (Wraps, AIOs, Pockets). 

✓ Never place anything with PUL directly onto a radiator. Radiator racks or hangers 

above radiators are fine.  

✓ Never add bleach, vinegar, essential oils, most sanitisers/stain removers, or laundry 

‘boosters’ to the wash. All of them are bad for elastics and PUL. 

✓ Never use fabric softener. It coats the fibres, and, over time, will make the nappies 

less absorbent. 

✓ Never wash hotter than 60.   

 

Strip Wash: To be conducted before first use of the kit and 

before returning the kit.  

Step 1:  

● Follow the regular washing instruction but use a FULL DOSE of powder as per the 

box for hard water and heavy soiling.  

Step 2:  

● Instead of line drying the nappies at this point, repeat the long 60 wash cycle with no 

washing powder.  

Step 3:  

● Line dry as per the above instructions. 

 

The use of a full dose of powder followed by no dose ensures that the nappies have been 

washed in sufficient detergent to remove all residual ammonia whilst the second wash cycle 

with no detergent ensures that there is no build up of detergent in the nappy. This 

combination should ensure the nappies are optimally clean. Please note that kits returned 

either smelling of residual ammonia/poo or overwhelmingly of detergent will have £5 from 

the deposit withheld to cover the cost/time of additional cleaning. Following these strip wash 

instructions will safeguard against this.  

 

You are welcome to message or email us with any questions at any time - there are NO 

“silly” questions, as we were all new to cloth nappies at one time!  

  



Where to buy/discount codes 

As a library client, you are able to access a number of exclusive discount codes. Please do 

not share these on social media - their use is monitored and any abuse may result in the 

library and our clients losing such privileges.  

 

The two largest retailers of cloth nappies in the UK are The Nappy Lady 

(www.thenappylady.co.uk/) and The Nappy Gurus (www.thenappygurus.com). Neither offers 

a library client discount but there are discount codes available.  

● For The Nappy Lady, a 5% discount code is provided to all customers who complete 

one of their advice questionnaires.  

● For The Nappy Gurus, 10% discount codes are available via the instagram accounts 

of The Nappy Gurus team members - simply follow Nappy Gurus to see who the 

team members are.  

 

We have the following exclusive discount codes for clients: 

● Totsbots (www.totsbots.com) - LIBRARY10 offers 10% off  

● Baba and Boo (www.babaandboo.com) - BAB25LIB offers 10% off 

● Kingdom of Fluff (www.kingdomfluff.co.uk) - 20NL025Eastleigh offers 10% off first 

order 

● The Nappy Den (www.thenappyden.co.uk) - LIBRARY15 offers 15% off 

● Cheeky Wipes (www.cheekywipes.com) - nleastleigh offers 10% off orders over £25 

 

 

 

https://www.thenappylady.co.uk/
http://www.thenappygurus.com/
http://www.totsbots.com/
https://www.babaandboo.com/
http://www.kingdomfluff.co.uk/
http://www.thenappyden.co.uk/
http://www.cheekywipes.com/

